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A flexible and functional module
for your online imaging requirements
Contegro’s® Image Gallery module is essential
for businesses that require management of a
large number of images that would benefit from
being showcased within a gallery format. Packed
full with simple to use features this module will
enhance the sophistication and visual appeal of
your website.
The Image Gallery Module allows site visitors to easily navigate
between photos via thumbnails of each photo in the gallery; users
simply click on the small image to view the full-size image. An
optional branded ‘watermark’ can be activated to protect images
against copyright infringement and a ‘New’ image icon enables
your customers to recognise new content on your site.

Suitable Applications
Extensive multiple product imagery
Scenery shots for the tourism industry
Staff clip-art, logo and artwork library
Press/media product gallery
Art, design and sculpture galleries

Key Features
	Efficient Uploading
Upload multiple images at one time, allowing for increased productivity
when working with large numbers of images.

	Hassle Free Optimisation and Management
Images are automatically correctly optimised and free from distortion by
allowing you to set dimensions and resolution. A Position Manager allows
you to adjust the order of images as they appear within the public site.

	High-Resolution Image Download
Ideal for agents or suppliers that need to quickly view images on-line but
also download a high resolution version for off-line use when required.

Flexible Categorisation
Display hundreds of images at once, as there is no limit to the number of
categories or sub categories for grouping images. Images can also belong
to multiple categories.

Controlled Access
Member permissions can be applied to individual images and categories.
A “filter down” permission effect can also be applied to images and sub-categories for members such as; business partners, suppliers and customers.

Extensive Image Searching
In addition to the search facility specific to the Image Gallery which gives
a precise option for locating images only, this module also integrates into
Contegro’s® site-wide search function. When performing a universal keyword
search, images are included in the results list.

Shopping Cart Integration
Integration with the Contegro® Shopping Cart Module provides a flexible online ordering and payment gateway solution for buying images

Form Builder Integration
Integration with the Contegro® Form Builder Module provides a flexible
order form and payment gateway solution for buying images.

Search options
include; keywords,
categories, size and
new additions

The Image Gallery has two
thumbnail layouts to choose from
- tabular or scrolling

The Image Gallery Module will be designed to suit your website.
The example shown is indicative only.
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